Bottomline Technologies provides collaborative payment, invoice and document automation solutions to corporations, financial institutions and banks around the world. The company's solutions are used to streamline, automate and manage processes involving payments, invoicing, global cash management, supply chain finance and transactional documents. Organizations trust these solutions to meet their needs for cost reduction, competitive differentiation and optimization of working capital.

Serving industries such as financial services, insurance, health care, technology, communications, education, media, manufacturing and government, Bottomline provides products and services to approximately 80 of the Fortune 100 companies and 70 of the FTSE (Financial Times) 100 companies.

**Associate Application Developer**

**Summary:**
Bottomline Technologies is seeking a smart, highly-motivated individual to work as an associate Application Developer. You’ll work in conjunction with our software delivery teams to assist in the development of software applications, support of existing systems, and understanding/contributing to technical collateral which may include requirements and design artifacts.

As an Application Developer, you’ll quickly become an expert with Bottomline’s solutions and our target market. The application developer will use that knowledge to facilitate the growth of our product suite. The job will be very demanding, and will offer the winning candidate a unique fast track career.

**Requirements:**
- Implement, document, and test software components and systems under the direction of a senior engineer
- Perform production support for existing systems
- Utilize standard software development procedures and practices such as Agile, including daily stand-up meetings and test driven development
- Perform unit level and integration level testing of software components and systems to ensure a high degree of quality
- Develop an understanding of technologies, practices, and frameworks such as Java, Spring, JavaScript, JUnit, Hibernate, Continuous Integration, and Test Driven Development (TDD).
- Understanding Bottomline’s business.

**Required Skills:**
- Strong technical design skills with the ability to turn requirements into technical specifications
- Demonstrable knowledge and understanding of developing software solutions
- Exposure to developing with Hibernate (or similar) ORM tool
- Exposure to developing with an MVC framework (Spring MVC, Struts, JSF)
- Basic SQL experience a strong plus
- Agile programming experience a plus
- Excellent verbal and written communications skills
- Outstanding interpersonal skills and strong team player
- Self-motivated with strong problem-solving skills
- Keen attention to detail and quality
- Knowledge and experience with Microsoft Word and Excel are essential

**Education:**
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or Mathematics.

**Locations:**
The position is located in Bottomline’s Portsmouth, NH headquarters.

Bottomline is a participating employer in the Employment Verification (E-Verify) program EOE/AA/M/F/V/D/E-Verify Employer
Bottomline Technologies is an Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer.

*Please Note: Bottomline Technologies does not accept resumes submitted by recruiting firms unless specifically requested by Human Resources. Unsolicited resumes will be ineligible for referral fees.*